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THE
CHAIN

WHAT'S

Link albeit a an old
trend is revived again
. Made from interlinked
gold, this is a classic .
This goes well for
the office party
look.

TRENDING
LONG
EARRINGS

THE
BLING

Rocking the Bling
lifestyle, enormous
rings are back in
fashion . Rings with
stones and just plain
bands are also
seen.
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THE
CLASSICS

The classic choker
and earring set is the
go to for any traditional
look. To be paired with
sarees or any other
traditional
dress

Shoulder touching
earrings are the latest trend.
This piece of jewellery
is pairs well with any
contemporary and
modern style
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LOOK BOOK

FASHION

DRESSES
ANARKALI
The dress is an amazing choice for the
upcoming festive season. With info western
Anarkali making a comeback, this is ideal for
that celebration with family and friends

INDO WESTERN
This is a best of both worlds,
as the wearer is still trendy
with a unique Desi twist.
Be it Lehangas, or just plain
tops, this look is topping the
fashion trend charts
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BELL
SLEEVES
Dramatic
sleeves are
in style now.
Bell sleeves is
as dramatic
as they can
get. This gives
an absolutely
unique look.
Pairs well with
jeans and
formal pants.

SMOCK
Worn before as a
house dress, smock is
making a comeback
with a twist. These
dresses are now being
adapted to outside
wear. Very comfortable
and ideal for that
Sunday get-togethers
with friends.

FLORAL
Month after month, floral
makes our list of the top
trends. You can never go
wrong with floral prints
for both casual and formal
wear.

DHOTI
SALWAR
The
beautiful
elegance
of a Dhoti
is not just
for men
anymore.
Women and
Children
are also
rocking this
look with
both short
and long
tops.
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COSMETOLOGY
DIWALI SPECIAL

MALAI LADDU

INGREDIENTS:
Besan flour: 1 cup
Sugar : 2 cup
Decicated coconut: 1 cup

7 CUP BURFI

Milk: 1 cup
Ghee: 1 cup
Nuts : cup (badam, cashewnut)
Cardomon

METHOD:
In a burfi tray apply ghee and keep aside.
In a mixer jar add the nuts and grind coursly.
In a pan add besan flour dry roast it for few minutes.
Add coconut add mix well.
Now add ghee,mix well without lumps.
Add 2 cups sugar and mix altogether.

INGREDIENTS:

V. GOMATHY
Dietitian, Frontier
Lifeline Hospital

Ghee: 1/4 cup
Cashwenut: 50 gms
Raisen: 25 gms
Cardomon powder: 1 pinch
Sugar: 1/4 cup
Milk powder: 1 cup

METHOD:
Keep a pan pour 2 tsp of ghee.
Fry the cashewnuts till golden brown after it cools crush it.
Fry the raisens and keep aside.
In a mixer add sugar and blend it to a fine powder.
In a bowl add milk powder, powdered sugar, nuts and raisens
Mix well
Now melt 1/4th cup of ghee and pour it into the
mixture.
Greese the hands with ghee prepare
laddos.

Once sugar melts add milk and mix untill it gets thicker.
Add nuts and transfer it into the tray.
Cut into required shape.
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E X O T I C

D I W A L I

R E C I P E

GHEE ADIRASAM
METHOD :
Soak rice in water for 2 hours.
Then spread it in a cloth to dry
When it is dry moist, grind it into fine powder.
Serve without lumps
In a deep bottom pan add jaggery with ¼ cup
water .Mix it continuosly.Once jaggery melts filter it
to avoid dust.

INGREDIENTS:
Rawrice : 1 cup
Jaggery: 3/4cup
Cardomon : 1/4tsp
Ghee : 250 gms
Water: ¼ cup

Now again pour it in the pan.To check a proper
consistancy, in a bowl add water and pour the
jaggery a little. If the jaddery spreads in water let
it cook for few more minutes.Check again and if it
rolls in water the jaggery is ready. Now switch off
the gas and add rice flour and cardomon powder.
Mix well without lumps and keep aside for 2hrs.
In a deep bottom pan add ghee,and keep it in sim
flame.
In a butter paper apply little ghee and make into
round shape and deep fry in ghee both the sides
until golden brown. The piece is flattened to remove
excess ghee.Allow them to cool and serve.

BADAM KATLI
INGREDIENTS:
Badam: 1 cup
(powdered)
Sugar: ½ cup
Saffron: ½ gram
Ghee: 2 tbsp
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METHOD:

Keep a non stick pan.
Pour 1/4th cup water and add sugar allow it to
dissolve.
Now add powdered badam and mix well.
Keep stirring continuous.

When mixture starts to leave the pan add 2 tbsp of
ghee mix well.
Now transfer it to a butter paper and allow it to cool.
Add saffron and knead well.
Cover it with a butter paper and roll it into 1/8 inch
thicker.
Cut into desire shape and serve.
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TRADITION

CHEPAUK

PALACE
T

he Chepauk Palace was the official
residence of the Nawab Of Arcot
from 1768 to 1855. It is situated
in the neighbourhood of Chepauk
in Chennai, and is constructed in the Indo
Saracenic style of architecture.
The Nawab Mohammed Ali Khan Wallajah
(VIII) was a close friend and ally of the
British and was dependent on the east India
Company troops for protection. In 1764, he
thought of constructing a palace for himself
within the ramparts of Fort St.George.
However due to space constraints Wallajah
was forced to abandon his plans and
constructed a palace at Chepauk known for
its intricate carvings, wide arches, red bricks
and lime mortar. Chepauk palace was built
by engineer Paul Benfield, who completed in
1768. This building is referred to as licentious
“eclectic” incorporating synthesis of Islamic
designs, Hindu elements and motifs. It
included architectural elements liked cusped
arches, domes, spires, tracery minarets and
stained glass.
When the principality of Carnatic was
abolished in 1856 the Chepauk Palace was
brought to auction to pay off the Nawab’s
debts and was eventually purchased by
Madras Government. The palace functioned
as the office of the revenue board and the
Public Works Department Secretarial
(PWD). The palace comprises of two blocks
namely Kalas Mahal and Humayun Mahal.
Kalas mahal was the official residence of
the Nawab’s from 1768 to 1855. Humayun
mahal was rebuilt between 1868 and 1871
by Robert Chisholm and was used as a new
record office and building for Revenue Board
by Governor Lord Napier.
Originally Humayun mahal had been a
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single story with the Diwan Khana Durbar
Hall in its middle over which there was a
dome. To Transform this Chisholm removed
the tower added a first floor and Madras
terraced roof. He also added a façade that
matched the Khalsa Mahal he added a new
eastern entrance that faces the beach.
In 1859, the Survey School which became
the civil engineering college moved into
Kalasa Mahal. The College was renamed
College of Engineering in 1861.The College
was re moved to Guindy in 1923. In its heyday,
the ground of Chepauk Palace stretched from
the Bell’s road, to the beach from Pycrofts
Road to the cooum River.
The Palace complex that was earlier
surrounded by vast open space and was
replaced by other contemporary Government
buildings such as TWAD, Ezhilagam and
agriculture department thus cutting off the
palace view from the main road.
On Jan 17th 2012 fire broke out at the Khalsa
Mahal. Following this fire, a proposal to bring
down the existing building and replace it
with a new structure was initiated. This was
turned down by the timely influence of the
local people. The Humayun mahal was intact
till 20th September 2013.
Restoration cost of the building is
estimated at Rs.39 crores. Some of the
challenging portion of the project including
reconstructing the Madras terrace roofing
has been completed. About 70% of the
complex using traditional techniques,
Mughul wall plastering has been finished.
Nearly 100 skilled masons are engaged in
the work now. Burma teakwood has been
sourced for the 108 doors in the structure.
There are no windows. Tiles from Athangudi
are being procured to match the original.

GEETHA
GANGADARAN

Work on rebuilding the five damaged
domes that are 10ft high and 12 feet wide
are soon to begin. There are 18 other
smaller dome. The dome work in the
PWD complex would be soon replicated.
Three layers of small bricks and lime
mortar would be needed to reconstruct
the dome. Soap nut, sand from the

Cauvery river bank would go into the
mix. Palm Jaggery from Kallakurichi and
Kovilpatti and lime from Virudhunagar
and Kazhugumalai is procured to ensure
strength. The repairs would be done
using old construction technique called
“theervai”for plastering walls this is a
mixture of egg, jaggery and lime stone

paste this would give a glossy finish.
The heritage structure that has eight
huge halls on the ground floor was used as
a revenue building by the British. It later
housed officers of the agricultural, press,
social welfare, record rooms of transport
and commercial tax department.
The PWD is nulling over a suggestion

to the retain the heritage structure as a
monument to enable people to appreciate
its distinct architectural style, restoration
efforts and the Citi’s rich history. The
project is expected to be completed by
August next year.
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H

ere is no limit to what we, as women, can
accomplish.” Goes the saying by Michelle
Obama. Women are strong , capable to
take the business world by storm and such
women have to be celebrated.
There has been an old misconception, that women are
primarily responsible for the life at home, that has now
changed.Working long hours at the office and coming back
home to take care of the family, these entrepreneurs have
found the balance with the two roles in their life. They are
the success stories, the inspiration to many women across
the globe. Today , we celebrate them . Home Icon Awards
2021 by Twilite Creations , Events and Productions honours
these entrepreneurs for their work.
The main role of the Home Icon Awards is to encourage
and acknowledge women, who have taken up an
entrepreneurial role after being a homemaker. This award
also aims at encouraging other women who wish to take
up entrepreneurial ventures in the future. The ultimate goal
is to motivate and encourage more than 1000 homemakers
to take up business.
Home Icon Awards honours individuals from 11 different
categories. The categories are Sports, Literature, Digital
Medium, Agriculture, Arts and Culture, Journalism , Retail
, Education , food and beverage , Medical and NGO.
Home icon Awards 2021 has indeed been a stepping stone
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to promote entrepreneurship among women in India.
“When women support each other; incredible things
happen. Let us support womanhood “says Mrs.Sumathi
Srinivas, Social Entreprenuer, Founder – The Twilite Group,
Soulmates Foundation and Publisher & Editor of Women
Exclusive Magazine. 27th October 2021 opened the doors to
celebrating yet another year of womanhood and The Rain
Tree warmly hosted us for an exquisite evening of pride
moments with women from various spheres of life.

Special guests for the occasion was:
Mrs.Thamizhachi Thangapandian, M.P, Actor & Director
Mrs.Revathi, Actress Mrs.Poornima Bhagyaraj, Mrs.
Meenakshi Vijayakumar, Joint Director, Tamilnadu Fire
Service State Training Centre, Dr.Ramalingam, Director,
Tagore Engineering College, “Naturals” Mr.C.Kumaravel,
“Challenge Advertising” Mr.Sakthivel, Mr. Dhanavijayan,
Cluster head comedy channels, sunnetwork & Actress Mrs.
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Neelima,

Awardees for Home Icon Awards 2021:
Mrs.Padmini Chandrasekaran, Serial Artist, Mrs.
Balu Kausalya ,VRC Jewellery, Mrs.Chitra Selvakumar,
CEO , Chitra’s Collection, Mrs.Kavita Bothra , Proprietor
, “Blend Town”, Mrs.Mohamed Aysha , Founder , “Aish
Makeover” Makeup Studio & Academy, Mrs.Saranya,
Founder , “Sana’s Thinai Organics”, Mrs.Komathi , Acu
Healer (Acupuncturist), Mrs.Banu Rekha , Founder &
Proprietor , “Banu Bake House”, Mrs.Sridevi DevAnand
, Entrepreneur , Social Worker , Image Consultant,
Mrs.Santhi Latha , Founder & Proprietor , “Sree Sai
Agencies”, Mrs.Raji Anand , Jewellery Designer “Raji
Anand Creative”, Mrs.Malarselvi, Founder & Director
, “The Montessori House”, Dr.Sylvia Daisy, Associate
Professor , Madras Christian College, Mrs.Saleema
Kamal , Saraaz Designer Boutique, Mrs.Naina Punjabi
, Nainas Creative Crafts, Mrs.Ramadevi , Founder &
Proprietor , “Riseup Dance & Fitness Studio”, Dr.Komala
Vinayagam , Founder & Director of “Soul Free” Mind &
Body Clinic, Mrs.Nisha Rajmohan, Managing Director
, “Starlands Promoters”, Mrs.Prabhavathi , Proprietor
, “Hasini Arya Work & Hasini Beauty Salon”, Mrs.
Rajashree Gautham , Founder & CEO , “Sakthisri
Healthcare Solutions”, Mrs.Ankitha, Petite Foody, Mrs.
Uma Sethuraman, CEO , “ZI Clinic – Skin,Hair & Laser”
—Monisha Ravi
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FRUIT OF THE MONTH

MONISHA
RAVI

POMEGRANATE
T

he rich ruby red of the luscious pomegranate
is not just a tasty treat , but it is filled with
nutrients as well.
Pomegranates are filled with anti oxidants that
helps reduce the level of free radicals in the body. They
help repair any damage done to the cells in the body. It
has also been researched that the fruit may help keep
the cholesterol in check. It is generally the preferred
fruit suggested for those suffering from heart diseases.
The fruit has anti inflammatory properties as it
contains high levels of Vitamin C . It has been proved
that Pomegranates can lower the blood pressure and
increase the functioning of the heart and brain. There
have been theories that Pomegranates can help with
some types cancer as well.
Pomegranates are rich in Iron, vitamin K, vitamin C,
fibre, potassium, and protein. The fruit is also the most
common remedy for those suffering from anaemia.
Anaemia , or the deficiency of iron the blood is
the most common problem faced by many women.
The lack of iron can cause fatigue or tiredness among
women and a lack of developmental growth in
children. Pomegranate helps increase the iron levels
in the body.
As we age, the moisture content in our skin also
decreases. Pomegranates helps to restore the moisture
content thereby, regenerating the damaged and
wrinkled skin. According to studies, Pomegranates
help reduce the rough and dry patches in the skin.
Pomegranates contain polyphenols, which helps
to protect the skin against stressors like UV damage.
.The wondrous fruit also helps to keep the hair strong
and shining.
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LOCKDOWN TAMASHA...
JOTTINGS FROM MY
LOCKDOWN DIARY.

W

e once had a little debate on
maids and their contribution
to our busy lives in our girls
Whatsapp chat group. People opined that
we need them as much as they need us. We
hire them because our education enables
us to contribute in more extensive ways to
society. We delegate our domestic chores,
thereby creating jobs for many skilled and
unskilled workers. Some said their maids
are the lifelines they cannot forgo. My
agreement to all these was only partial.
My view was why should someone walk
distances to come and do our domestic
work. I understand that it is not practical
to be entirely self-sufficient in a world of
interdependency. But shouldn’t we hold
self-sufficiency in higher esteem and at
least try it out in some ways. I have often
tried and experienced unlimited joy in
self-reliance.
But quite contrary to my beliefs, I have
hired maids most of my life! But there
have been very long spells like months
over to even three years when I have
not had maids. These would be times
when I would have shifted residence or
may have terminated her services due
to her excessive uninformed absence,
disturbing my productivity. I wouldn’t
look for another person after that and
would have gotten used to the routine
without their help, giving me a sense of
accomplishment, fitness, and a feel of ‘all
things in control’, free of unwanted shocks,
uncertainties, and disappointments from
their habitual uninformed absence. I could
go out any time of the day for any length
of time, not expecting myself to get back
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home in a hurry just to let her in. It felt like absolute freedom. It was a conscious
choice I made without complaints because I knew I could comfortably rely on my
work plan, which I had set early in the day or the day before.
The lockdown kept all people, whether social or not, on house arrest. Although
dressing up on special occasions is much loved, the lockdown spent in old pyjamas
was comfortable in many ways. The projected TikTok videos where people yearned
to dress up seemed more like entertainment. The mind was busy wandering to every
creative idea and thought, including a bit of anxiety here and there that kept me
alive, advising myself to appreciate the present.
The kids, now adults, were living with us and addressing their own needs and
discovering their ways to equilibrium. A standard lunchtime was insisted upon by
me but achieved only now and then. They would grudge that it doesn’t happen in our
home because it has not been a practice from the start. So I walked through memory
lanes thinking about what we did wrong or right in the past. Can we correct it now?
So every time before lunch, I religiously knocked on the kids’ bedroom doors to find
out if they could join us. You guessed it right, it met with little success!

SUMITRA
KUMAR

They constantly complained that we are serious
type parents and needed to be more fun-loving.
To indulge them and make reparations, we began
playing cards one day and watching movies another
day. The challenge was our preoccupations with
gadgets made it most difficult to find a common time!
But whenever we did, we watched a very different
movie of their choice. Movies that require deep
concentration and have an intricate plot line that
challenges comprehension is what they choose. On
one occasion, we watched Shutter Island. As it was
midnight when the film closed, we were quick to
hit the sack. The following day my son was like,
“you guys didn’t discuss the movie after it got over
and just crashed”. He revealed to us the deeper plot
which we had not perceived while watching the
film. On another occasion, they played nonstop
music of their choice and asked me to dance,
which I sportingly did and won their appreciation
for my freestyle rhythm. They were the applauding
audience of my dance show; it felt good.
Ironically, I had live-in help through the lockdown,
and I felt thankful and guilty at the same time when
I saw the rest of the world saddled with unusual
domestic chores. Furthermore, I felt a crucial loss
seeing my family deprived of the opportunity to
participate in household chores (although seemingly
unenviable at face value) during these testing times
when every family in the world had tried it out and
come up with eternal life lessons. At least, that
was the perception we got from social media. A
once in a lifetime opportunity that comes not by
choice but accidentally, leaving everyone enriched
unimaginably! The fact that bonding happens better
through shared domestic chores is unquestionable.
Doing household chores may be difficult for the
uninitiated, but it is not life-threatening like Covid!
But someone, for now, at home, comes like an
angel and does all the work. Should I be grateful or
complain? I am utterly confused!
If anyone talks about minimalism, I nod in
agreement. But good food is my constant weakness.
Exotic or straightforward, but just one creative
dish a day keeps the mind, body and taste
buds stimulated and happy. It was either my
daughter(mostly her) in the cooking mode
or me on any given day. Sometimes I would
assist her in making some exotic recipe, and
sometimes, she would ask me to disappear,
wanting to do it all alone. Once in a while, it
just has to be like that!
She had some online exams going on. She came
to make a particular variety of cookies on her own
as a stress buster. It required separating the yolks

from egg whites and whisking them separately. She
was doing a decent job of separating while breaking
the shell itself. In my enthusiasm, I gave her an
egg yolk separator. The yolk happened to be weak
and went right through mixing with the whites.
Our young adult got upset, and I, the mother, ran
away from there! Later she told me she was upset
because I told her it might not make a big difference
to the final output!! To her, who had researched
the recipe in detail, my “scant regard” to a crucial
non-negotiable process was unpardonable. The
finger-like cookies looked okay to me, but she said
it was only the base for the recipe. There were
some more steps she would take up in the second
stage the following day! But it was left to rest in the
refrigerator for a couple of days. Tempted, I was to
taste it but restrained myself thinking she would
start the subsequent process soon when her mood
returned. After a few days, it disappeared altogether
from the refrigerator, and when I queried her, she
said it turned soggy, grinning sheepishly! There, I
had another confusion like many moms, whether
I should offer my ideas on better functionality in
any process or leave it as to each his own, learning
from the omnipresent know all Google and personal
experiences! Fortunately, as a mother, I am not
alone in this matter, I guess! However, to our delight
(my husband included), we have seen a new side to
her creativity in this period, enjoying her endless
delicacies day after day! She ropes in my son too to
learn a thing or two in the kitchen; needless to say,
how that one aspect delights me—young boys in
the kitchen breaking gender barriers.
One hour yoga and meditation mornings turned
to two hours, thanks to lockdown. In the second
month of lockdown, I resumed my work when
clients started calling and mailing me. It was,
however, work from home. The rest of the time was
reserved for my constant dreaming, writing and
newfound singing.
Although I am constantly anxious about the
economy and business, I did not miss the outside
world and enjoyed my solitude to the hilt. I didn’t
miss wearing fancy clothes, the interest for which
anyway had tapered long ago in my scheme of
things.
From July 2020, we were back to regular work,
commuting to our factory. Do you want to take
charge of your life or let someone or something like
a virus take control of it is a question I ask myself
to keep going. However, taking precautions and
practising Covid protocols as per the government
rules is essential. I hope that the world gets back
to order soonest.
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TRAVEL

LIVE IT UP IN
LAKE DISTRICT!
E N G L A N D
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E

njoy the subtlety of nature in UK’s very own hill
station named Lake district. The Lake District,
situated in northwestern Cumbria, has UK’s best
countryside and marvelous views. With steep
hilltops, sparkling lakes and green sweeping valleys, I
saw many youngsters and old alike, hiking, biking and
sailing to their heart’s content. From adventure sports and
wildlife to historic castles, country houses, fells, this place
is teeming with attractions.Well, if you’ve set your heart on
vacationing at a breath-taking backdrop, there is no other
place like Lake District in England.
I got to beautiful Lake District from Chester which was
a pleasant drive, I am told people travel here by luxury
tourist buses too. I saw miles of walking trails, cosy country
pubs and some exotic luxury hotels, coffee shops and ice
cream parlours.Needless to say, from the moment you get
to Lake District, its enchanting spell is cast and perhaps
lingers long after your visit is done with. Lake District is
host to families, couples, senior citizens and charms like
you like no other.
My first adventure on the first day was a cruise down
Ullswater. I had prepared a picnic box which I merrily
gobbled up by the lakeside sitting on the vintage wooden
bench. I was welcomed by sights of people relaxing, playing
board games, hiking, fishing, playing with their pets (read
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dogs and cats), sure made for a pretty picture straight out
of fairytale books. I walked down the lakeside with my
partner, with pretty views in tow, old country houses,
pebbled roads, water touching my feet, rich flora and fauna
around, it sure was a trek to remember!
From there I went to Windmere, which stretches for
over 10 miles between Ambleside and Newby Bridge.
Windermere is one of the largest lakes in the Lake District,
in fact in the whole of England. The main focus of attention is
touristy Bowness-on-Windermere, where you can brave the
quayside crowds before catching a scenic boat trip around
the lake and its 18 islands. The western shoreline is quaint,
especially around the wooded trails of Claife Heights and
the grounds of Wray Castle which are perfectly landscaped.
Five miles west of Windermere, I visited the Coniston
Water which was made famous by the daredevil antics of
Sir Malcolm and Donald Campbell. This place is great for
two cruise services: the solar-powered Coniston Launch
and the Steam Yacht Gondola. I took a picturesque ride
on the cruise, which also served food, flowers, ice creams
and beverages. There were ducks aplenty in the lake, whom
you could feed freely and even take pictures with. There
were beautifully manicured parks and stone houses which
were ideal to unwind at.
Nearby, was also Wordsworth house, which was my next

stop, we easily walked upto this landmark from Windmere lake. Wordsworth House, is Wordsworth’s boyhood
home which provides a fascinating insight into the poet’s formative years. There are costumed guides which bring
the house to life, from rooms on show include the kitchen and drawing room, as well as William’s own boyhood
bedroom. The garden which was washed away during the floods of 2009,has still been carefully restored.
On the second day, I made a quick visit to the Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery as its worth a short dekko,
however I didn’t find anything to write home about except a few good pictures to boast of.
I also made a drive up to the Newlands Valley which is at the furthermost corner of the hill station. There’s
precious fells and open countryside, classic 10-mile loop around the valley’s main summits, and it stays fairly quiet
even in peak summers. The shortest route is from the tiny village of Little Town, but it’s simpler to park in Keswick
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streets in Carlisle, Kendal and Barrow which offer great
shopping, there are also the quaint markets in Ulverston
and Cockermouth which are ideal places for those who
dig unusual pieces.
How To Get There: I took car and drove down from
Chester to Lake district which did not take me more than
an hour and half to get the picturesque land. You can take
the rail or drive down from London or Edinburgh the two
major base in England, for travelling within the country.
Where To Stay: We stayed at Lakeside resort on Lake
Windmere. Extremely scenic, situated at the edge of the
lake. The breakfast is mouth-watering and the crowd at the
hotel is always very cool. Take a swim at the pool or relax
at their spa or enjoy coffee at the lakeside conservatory.
This is easily England’s very own paradise, which quite
resembles New Zealand. A perfect place to unwind and
detox.

and walk southwest through Brandelhow Park.
From my short two days visit to Lake Disrtict, what remains in my memory are the crystalclear waters of Ullswater besides the Lake District’s flowering meadows which served as a
mini- honeymoon locale for me and my better half.
Eat Out In LD:L’Enclume and The Samling are the two gastronome’s delight, besides the
microbreweries are a must-visit too. I ate ice cream despite the cold temperatures
in October, it’s a sheer delight to enjoy a cold dessert or two at this breathtaking place. You can even pack in sandwiches, pasta or salad and
eat by the lakeside or on the wooden benches up the hills.
Shop at LD:From vibrant high
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THE ASHTALAKSHMI TEMPLE
AT BESANT NAGAR, CHENNAI

RAJEE MANI
Journalist and Columnist in
Tamil and English

“Namasthesthu mahamaye; mahayogini
adheeshwari shanka chakra gadha adare,
Mahalakshmi namosthuthe.”

SRI MAHALAKSHMI STUTHI IN
SANSKRIT
Sr i Mahalak shm i,t he consor t of Sr i
Mahavishnu,is one of the 3 forms of Devi Maa,
the Jagath Janani, the other two being Sri shakti
& Sri Saraswati. Sri Lakshmi is the Goddess of
wealth of eight forms according to our Vedas.
She is defined in a nutshell as “Ashtalakshmi”
Sri Adhii Lakshmi, Gaja Lakshmi, Santhana
Lakshmi, Dhanya Lakshmi, Dhana Lakshmi,
Vidya Lakshmi, Vijaya Lakshmi, & Dahirya
Lakshmi are the eight primary forms of Maa
Lakshmi which are also the eight primary needs
of mankind for happy living on this planet.

THE TEMPLE
There are innumerable temples old & new
established for Sri Mahalakshmi in our own
land & abroad. But the Sri Ashtalakshmi temple
built in 1976 [the foundation being laid by the
gracious golden hands of Maha periyava of
Kanchi Mutt] at Besant Nagar in Chennai is
very unique in two ways. One, it is perhaps
the only temple dedicated to the 8 forms of Sri
Mahalakshmi.A multitiered construction in 4
levels, the 8 sanctum sanctorums are structured
as individual entities connected with each other.
Each Lakshmi sannidhi is highlighted with
beautifully carved colourful towers. There is a
separate sannidhi for the Moola Murthis of Sri
Mahavishnu & Sri Mahalakshmi also. So in total
there are 9 sanctum Sanctorum in this temple
complex. One starts the worship from the 2nd
floor where the Primary Gods Maha vishnu &
Maha Lakshmi are sanctified. Taking the stairs,
the path leads to the third floor, which has the
shrines of Santhana Lakshmi, Vijaya Lakshmi,
Vidya Lakshmi and Gaja Lakshmi. Further few
steps would lead to the shrine of Dhana Lakshmi,
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which is the only shrine on the fourth floor. Getting
out of the main shrine, in the first level, there are
shrines for Adhi Lakshmi, Dahirya Lakshmi and
Dhanya Lakshmi. Sannidhis for the ten Avatars of
Vishnu, Guruvayoorappan, Ganesha, Dhanwanthari
and Anjaneyar are also seen here. The entire complex
in multiple levels has been so thoughtfully designed in
such a way that one never walks on top of the Lakshmi
Sannadhi below as one climbs up.
The other highlight of the temple is that it is
plum on the enticing shores of the magnificent Bay
of Bengal - the pride of Chennai. Devotees can see
the sea,feel the sea & hear the musical splash of
the waves within the temple, thus increasing the
spiritual aura of the Magnificent Mahalakshmis. This
amazing beach temple is one of the few shore temples
of India,Tiruchendur Sri Subramanya Swami temple
being an ancient popular one at the southern tip of our
country. All vaishnavite are celebrated here when the
beauty of the Goddess of wealth, richness & prosperity
is further enhanced by the rich alankara in gold, silver
ornaments & rich colourful silks & multicoloured
fragrant flower garlands by the deft hands of expert
priests. Diwali, the festival of Lights for Maa Lakshmi
being the grandest & must see auspicious delight. To
sum up with my favourite quote,”Yes! It is indeed a
sight for the Gods!”
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LATA PRAKASH

CELEBRATIONS
WITH ANIMALS
I

organs. Let us be kind and sensitive to all living beings – not today, during Diwali
but always.
I have always believed in sensitizing and creating more awareness about being
sensitive to animals. This could be so easily done through community education,
visiting schools, community adoptions, educating the kids, pet therapy. We don’t
have to be a animal lover or a pet parent. We just need to look around for those
small small opportunities to do our bit for animals. Steralizing our community
dogs and timely birth control measures are the need of the hour.
November remains a very special month as we celebrate the INTERNATIONAL
HUMAN ANIMAL BOND DAY which falls on 08th of November every year. Let us
consciously make an authentic effort to be kind and exhibit emphathy. Let us
together build a beautiful and a GREEN INDIA.

have personally believed that celebrations are a reflection of
family bonds and growing relationships. Sadly every celebration
today begins and ends with fire crackers. Have we ever sat back
and thought to ourselves – do we really need such a celebration
bursting fire crackers to celebrate ? which has a massive impact on
our animal friends ? The answer is clear and simple – NO.
Animals hear 7 times more than humans and the noise of crackers
create a lot of anxiety and fear in them. Birds who have weak eyesight
towards evenings tremble with the noise of crackers, hit themselves
against an electric pole or wire or wall thus causing death. Animals
dread and freak out hitting, hiding themselves and running back
and forth trembling with the noise of the crackers causing heart
attacks and death.
Is this all worth it ? Why kill live and celebrate for our selfish
needs. Let us make a genuine effort to imbibe the importance and
need for mother nature and let us collectively look at avenues to be a
responsible citizen. Let us not be the medium to generate chemicals
and nitrogen oxide through fire crackers impacting our respiratory
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SCORPIO

LOOKING FORWARD -

All the handwork will see the fruition
this month on the professional front.
There may be changes
on the professional
front. Those looking
for a new job, will
find their ideal
job. Investments
wise, there will
be an unexpected
windfall. Health
wise, take extra
care. Relationship
wise there will be no
change. Be patient with family members
as unexpected quarrels may arise.

NOVEMBER 2021
VIRGO

ARIES

Professionally, this month
will have some ups and
downs. There will be some
problems in the first half
of the month, however
things will become better
towards the end of the
month. Take care to avoid
all confrontations this
month in the work space.
This month is very ideal for
relationships. Those who
are single will find their
significant other. Financially,
take care and stick to your
budget, as there may be
some unexpected expenses.

CANCER

TAURUS

Your creative side will be on
full display this month. This
month will see you coming
up with some unique ideas
at work. There will be more
responsibilities, so try not
to get too overwhelmed.
Relationship wise, this is not
your month. There are going
to be some problems. Try
to avoid any unnecessary
arguments with your
significant other. Financially,
this will be normal. There
will be no major fluctuations
in income.

Professionally this will be a ver hectic month as
there Weil be added responsibilities at work. Don’t
forget to tae some time off for yourself. This month
will also see promotions , so continue to work hard,.
Relationship wise this will be an amazing month.
You will also spend some time with your loved ones.
Financially this will be a rewarding month for you , so
you can also look at some investments.. Research the options
completely before you invest
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GEMINI

This will be the best month
professionally. All the hard
work will come to fruition
this month. Relationship
wise , this will be an
amazing month. For singles,
this will be a good month to
meet your significant other.
Make sure financially, you
don’t worry too much. There
will be a few unexpected

Those in business will see
a significant growth in he
business. There will be a
positive growth for those
professionals as well.
Take care before making
investments. Patience is
required in the relationship
front, as there may be some
arguments . There will be a
possibility of promotion this
month in the work space.

expenses, so take care to
stick to the budget.

LEO

There will be a significant changes in the work space.
Some problems will surface, however they will be
resolved soon. This is the best month to showcase your
talents. This is a good month for investments. However
caution must be exercised before a decision is made.
In the professional front, keep patient. This month,
relationships will be in harmony for those married.
Those in a single relationship will find new love.

LIBRA

This month will see a increase
in stress at work so remember
to take sometime of to
relax. This month finances
will not see much change.
Relationships wise this will be
a normal month as well. Take
time off to spend some quality
time with family. There will
will be a good outcome of a
long awaited promotion or
business idea. Health wise
this will be the best month

SAGITTARIUS

This will be the best month professionally. There will be some
unexpected snafus at work , they will be overcome very easily.
With careful planning, old investments will bet fruit his month.
Take care with miscommunication at the work place. Relationship
wise this will be the best month. This month will see a wonderful,
growing relationship with family members. This is a good time to
appear for any competitive exams.

CAPRICORN

This month will see a few ups and downs. There will
be miscommunications with coworkers or superiors
at work, so take extra care. Investments on land
dealings must be put on hold this month. There are
chances of travel for work this month. Do not lend
money to anyone this month. Business owners will
see a significant increase in revenue in the second
half of the month. Relationship wise it will be the same and there
will be no major changes.

AQUARIUS

It will be a favourable month in terms
of business this month. Guidance from
mentors and family
members will prove
beneficial. Self
improvement will play
a key role this month.
Learning new skills
will also take place
this month. There may
be some unplanned
responsibilities
coming up at work.
Relationship may
experience some ups and downs , so
communicate effectively to your partner.

PISCES

This month will be a start of a new
journey, be it a new job or new course.
Consistent hard work
will help with any
upcoming promotion.
There is a possibility
of job changes this
month as well. There
are possibilities
of vacations and
business trips as
well. There may be
some issues in the
relationship front,
however they may be resolved towards
the second half of the month.
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